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pression for F may also be obtained by integrating the expressions
The level surfaces inside the attracting cylinder are similar and similarly j situated concentric cylinders. Considering a cross section we deduce from (1) that I the longest axis of a level surface is in the direction of the longest axis of the I attracting cylinder. See Art. 216.                                                                       J
234. Ex. If in a spheroid the axis of revolution c is very great, the spheroid becomes a cylinder. Prove that C and Cc are ultimately zero, while Cc2 is infinite, Art. 219.
235.    Tofindthe attraction at an external $>oint of a
homogeneous elliptic cylinder.
The attraction  at  an  external point may be deduced from that at an internal point by an application of either Ivory's or Maclaurin's theorem.    Let o!Hd be the semi-axes of a confocal through the attracted point F.    Then a'*- - a2 = 6'2 - 62 = c'2 - c2. | Since  a/2 —a2 is finite it follows that when c and c' are bothjj •j infinite their ratio is unity.    Since the components of attraction! of the given cylinder and the confocal are proportional to their masses, we have (as in Art. 224)
Tr/         A,    abc ^,        .         br    ab ,.. A = — A p -777-7 c = — ^Trp —7—77 -777 £, r abc               r a + b a b
by substituting for A' its value found in Art. 232.
In this way we find that the axial components X't Y'} Z' of the attraction of a solid cylinder at an external point (£', ?/, f) are
a "T" o a                            a  i* o u
where (a', V) are the semi-axes of a cross section of a confocal cylinder drawn through the attracted point.
236. Ex. 1. Show that the resultant attraction of an infinite cylinder is same in magnitude at all internal points situated on a coaxial cylinder similar and similarly situated to the boundary. Show also that the direction of the attraction at any point on the surface of such a cylinder is parallel to the eccentric line of that point.
Ex. 2. Show that the resultant attraction of an infinite cylinder is the same in magnitude at all external points situated on a cylinder confocal with the boundary. Show also that its direction at any point on a confocal is parallel to the eccentric line of that point.
Ex. 3. If a thin stratum of attracting matter distributed on the surface of an infinite elliptic cylinder be such that the surface density p at any point (x, y, z) is
r~- + N), prove that the axial components  of the attraction at an
internal point (f, 17, f) are X=L-^ai ,  r=Jf-^-;, Z = Q, where the coordinate
a 4-0               a + b
axes are the principal diameters of a cross section and the axis of the cylinder.

